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The aesthetics industry’s hidden gem
Just as Slovenia is the hidden gem of Europe, Fotona lasers — manufactured
in the very same country — is the hidden gem of the aesthetics industry
Castle House Medical (CHM) is
proud to partner with Fotona as
the sole UK distributor of Fotona
lasers, providing the best available medical and aesthetic laser
technology, which stands out
from the crowd. For the past 50
years, Fotona has been the leading
provider of the most innovative
laser technology solutions on the
market, acclaimed and supported
by clinical research for medical
and aesthetic and surgical uses.
Its lasers are renowned for their
high quality, reliability and
safety, as well as their capability
to deliver outstanding, evidencebased results
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FOTONA LASERS
WILL PROVIDE
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AND CLINICS
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AND UNIQUE
PATENTED
TREATMENTS AT
THE CUTTING
EDGE OF LASER
TECHNOLOGY
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COURTESY OF DR T PHILLIPS

CHM has a dedicated team
with an extensive background
in administering, distributing
and marketing laser treatment technology in the medical
and aesthetic industries. It
provides the very best medical
and aesthetic laser treatment devices, alongside highquality comprehensive training,
servicing and support. With its
medical expertise, the company
can introduce you to aesthetic
lasers and their many benefits. Fotona lasers will provide
practitioners and clinics with
new and unique patented treatments at the cutting edge of laser
technology. This combination
will not only give outstanding
patient satisfaction but can
transform your business’s profitability giving a great return
on investment.
If you’re looking to transform your clinic, please contact
CHM. Its team of medical professionals and business expertise
enables it to support the development of your business and
your team, and the company’s
Laser Training Academy will
ensure you make the most out of
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your laser investment. CHM will
support you every step of the way
to give you the best experience in
the laser industry.
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FOTONA’S
NON-SURGICAL
LASER TREATMENTS
INCLUDE PATENTED
TREATMENTS FOR:

• Facial wrinkles, including
the eye area
• Skin laxity, from the jowls
to body
• Fat reduction and body
sculpting
• Melasma, and much more

T: 020 7427 6087 E: info@castlehousemedical.co.uk
Or sales@castlehousemedical.co.uk
castlehousemedical.co.uk

Why choose Dr Tanja Phillips?
Dr Tanja is a leading laser specialist based in Hampshire. With over 21 years
of clinical experience, she’s developed her skills in the non-surgical laser
field, combining the science of laser with the art of tailoring treatments to
the individual’s needs, for which she’s now internationally recognised

DR TANJA IS
RECOGNISED BY
HER PEERS AS
A KEY OPINION
LEADER FOR LASER
AESTHETICS

DR TANJA

Dr Tanja has been immensely
successful in her treatments of
patients in a multitude of areas,
from ground-breaking scar
tissue treatments to outstanding
results for laser facelifts, eye
lifts, pigmentation and birth
mark removal and much more
with little to no downtime
following treatments. Dr Tanja
Phillips Medical Aesthetic Clinic
provides a uniquely different

clinical experience at the Candover Clinic, a CQC-compliant
private medical facility offering
high-quality healthcare for all
specialties. This environment
enables collaborative working
with plastic surgeons and
dermatologists, enabling the
best outcomes for patients.
Dr Tanja is recognised by her
peers and the Laser and Health
Academy as a key opinion leader

for laser aesthetics. She’s an
expert lecturer for Fotona laser
treatments and has lectured
both in the UK and at international conferences, as well as
being the trainer for Fotona
lasers in the UK.
Dr Tanja’s innovative approach
has enabled her to further
develop patented Fotona laser
treatments to enhance patients’
results, tailoring them to the
individual. Her 6D Fotona facelift
gives incredible skin-tightening
results by stimulating patients’
own collagen to tighten and
plump the skin. Other collagen-stimulating
treatments
include treating the eye area,

TIGHTSCULPTING BEFORE & AFTER

reducing the appearance of
fine lines and wrinkles as well
as giving a non-surgical lid lift,
fat reduction and skin tightening, as well as treatments
for thread veins, acne and
rosacea, scar tissue, birth marks,
pigmentation, melasma and
T: 07495 125247
E: hello@tanjaphillips.com
tanjaphillips.com

much more. Dr Tanja has a
holistic approach to patients and
their skin care needs, ensuring
outstanding results and a loyal
patient following.

